
Tuesday 09/20/2022
Week 1

Performing Arts Class
Lesson 4 - All That Jazz: Jazzy Rhythms Part 1
Arts Standards & Common Core Connections

MU:Pr4.2.4a Demonstrate understanding of the structure and the elements of music (such as rhythm, pitch, and form) in
music selected for performance.
MU:Pr4.2.4b When analyzing selected music, read and perform using iconic and/or standard notation.
MU:Pr4.3.4a Demonstrate and explain how intent is conveyed through interpretive decisions and expressive qualities
(such as dynamics, tempo, and timbre).
MU:Pr5.1.4b Rehearse to refine technical accuracy and expressive qualities, and address performance challenges.
MU:Pr6.1.4a Perform music, alone or with others, with expression and technical accuracy, and appropriate
interpretation.

Goals:

The learners will...
• identify the instruments used in jazz music.
• analyze the music of jazz.
• choose a rhythm to improvise.
• create and perform along with the song's rhythm and underlying steady beat.
PA-VA CONNECTION (PA-VA): Ms. Glenn and I will connect on the Artist's Habit of Understand Art Community
in our lessons.

COMMON CORE Standard (CC): Literacy.RL.4.5- Explain major differences between poems, drama, and prose,
and refer to the structural elements of poems (e.g., verse, rhythm, meter) and drama (e.g., casts of characters,
settings, descriptions, dialogue, stage directions) when writing or speaking about a text.
Vocabulary
body percussion - use of the human body as an instrument to create percussive/rhythmic sounds such as stomping,
patting thighs, clapping, clicking, and snapping

improvisation - music created and performed spontaneously or "on the spot"

rhythm - the way movement is organized in a piece of music (the rhythm changes with the words)

genre - a category of music characterized by a distinctive style, form, and/or content, such as jazz, march, and country
Essential Question
Essential Questions?

MU:Pr4.2.4a;MU:Pr4.2.4b;MU:Pr4.3a How does understanding the structure and context of musical works inform
performance?

MU:Pr5.1.4bHow do musicians improve the quality of their performance?

MU:Pr6.1.4a When is a performance judged ready to present?

Lesson / Instruction / Narrative

Title: All that Jazz: Jazzy Rhythms Part 1
Opening Chant - Performing Arts
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Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: What time is it?
Students: Performing Arts Time

Teacher: I am an ARTIST (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: With a focused MIND (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And a caring HEART (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Teacher: And responsible hands (Sign in ASL)
Students: REPEAT

Everybody: YO (end in your pose of choice that is school appropriate)

Expectations/Context/Purpose
"Good Morning Performing Artists! Have the song, The Entertainer by Scott Joplin playing as I enter the room.
Ask for three student volunteers to pass out the Family letter, our Jazz booklet, and the insert for the student's
sketchbooks. Today we are going to understand our arts community by learning about the history of Jazz. We
will warm up with body percussion and create our own rhythmic patterns. Where is the birthplace of Jazz in the
U.S.? When did Jazz become popular? Can you name some instruments used in Jazz music? (Have the students
share responses to these questions. Also, discuss why Congo Square is important to the history of African American
music, especially jazz and the famous statue of the jazz musicians located in Louis Armstrong Park in New Orleans.)

Objectives
Go over Expectations (these can be found on my Google Slides and clipped to my art cart) and Objectives.

I CAN identify the instruments used in jazz music.

I CAN analyze the music of jazz.

I CAN choose a rhythm to improvise.

I CAN create and perform along with the song's rhythm and underlying steady beat.

Introduce the Vocabulary
body percussion, improvisation, rhythm, genre

Warm-up/Modeling
"Let's use our body percussion to keep the rhythm of the Maple Leaf Rag by Scott Joplin!" Follow along with the
Google Slides notation. Then discuss some facts about Scott Joplin.

Studio Time/Improvisation
Now, let's look at the form of this song. (Show slide) It is how the music is organized, ABABACAB. Let's look at
the A part. We see some notes we recognize (the eighth notes and quarter notes) and a new one, the half note.
The rhythm for A is ti ti ta ti ti ta ta two ti ti ta. Practice saying it, then playing it on your instruments. Take a
look at the B part. What do you notice that is different? Yes, you will say, "Hey!" The rhythm for B is ta two ta
Hey! Now practice saying it and playing it. Finally, let's look at the C part. You get to improvise your own
rhythm! Practice you rhythm on your instrument. Have students practice their rhythm for a few minutes. Now, let's
play along with Trombone Shorty!
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Follow the Google Slides Play Along for Trombone Shorty's Hurricane Season. Then, discuss some facts about
Trombone Shorty.

CC: Just like in reading there are structural elements that the author uses when writing or speaking about a text,
in music, the musician uses structural elements too to speak about the content of the music!

Student Self-assessment/Reflection
Students will glue a paper into their Art Journal that has review information of what we did today in art (theme of lesson,
vocabulary, etc.).

While the students are gluing, ask them:

1. How do musicians improve the quality of their performance?
2. How did you have the mind of an Artist's today (pull up the Google Slides with the Artist's Habits on it for them to
reference)?

Closing
"Thank you artists for your hard work in our art studio today! I'll see you Cool Cats later, but for now keep
working on All that Jazz!" (show the students how to do jazz hands)
Sing together..."Na, na, na,na, na, na, na, hey, hey, hey - goodbye...
Formative Assessments

Direct Observation
Purposeful observation of an art performance task which can be documented by note taking, digital media, or checklists.
Kinesthetic Practice
Rehearsal of concepts taught during lesson and imitated or self-initiated to create or improve upon for informal in class
performance
Visual Representations
Images and words to represent concepts and organize information through means such as Visual Journaling, Graphic
Organizers, Mind Maps, or Infographics.

Instructional Strategies
s Expectations
s Modeling
s Monitor Progress
s Work Together

Materials / Resources / Technology
• Surface Pro with Google Slides Document
• Letter to families hand-out
• Genres of Music Jazz booklet
• Ipod with Speaker
• Percussion instruments: drums, tambourines/bells, guiros/scrapers, maracas/shakers

Differentiation / Modifications
Hands-On Materials

Provide Hand-outs

Adapt Content for Student Ability
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